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Introduction
T.DE art of short %vas
the great -4 of all hobbies.
well ism

lirrame

obi a.
young, lima rojoyinrot in li'lru

tog to stations located in remote partq

of the earth.
There are hundreds of short wave 'lotions in aprral ion, and thr, arr pros id

ing no end of thrill for the short

and the particular purl of the son -spot
reception is di

eyrie during whirl'
tempted.

Just reveii lop these stations uoil listening to their programs is not the only
source of
i nut r tit. Many short wave
fans rolleet verification cards whirl, are
sent out by the stations. if you wish to
collect earth of this nature, nerely

make a note of the time of day.
date, Aaiun rail letteP;, and type
of program received. A160 add

N
....:ii....,(,...

other notes such as will be of

interest to the station's operators.

and help them to carry on their
commendable task of providing

.:..,...,,

Aj
rale/ling

Awl prime listeners rooks. a heitoby
these Qtilt. cards.
fan.
using

While some of these stations are

very powerful transmitting apparatus, and ran be received almost

daily, others are using low power and

world-wide entertainment. These
details, together with an international reply cotillion, should be
mailed
coupilil

station.

The

to

the

Call

hr obtained from

your local post office fur $.04
each. While nearly all of the
short wave stations send out
verification cards, there are a

few who do not. Most notable
among the latter are those operated by the British post office. Do
not expect a "verr, as they are sometimes called, from the British or "G"

stations.

are difficult to receive. These low pow-

The receivers described in this book

ered 'TX" stations provide greatest enjoyment. Almost any type of receiver

are those moss prominently found in use
by short wave fans and amateurs. They
are all of the simple regenerative type:.

will pick up the stronger stations so long
as it

is tuned to their frequency. Of

course, these stations provide plenry of
entertainment, such as, news of their
native

countries,

and

These receivers arc easy to build, easy
to get going and easy to operate. As
pi ' ed out before, the success of these

musical

renditions such as operas anti
plays that have to do with their
particular mode of living. Also
polities' talks are given which
tend to broaden one's knowledge
of international affairs.
The weaker stations arc enter-

taining, not en much from the

program standpo
. but front the
font that it takes a good crisis at
the rani roIs, and a well -designed

receiver using precision part:, to

pull them in. Then, there are

other facture such as atmospheric
conditions, time of day or night,

p,

P

R DI( )
rare catch

ArN ILA
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receivers lies in the use of the best parts
and careful operation, together with an
effective antenna system. The technique

of operating a short wate receiver can
only he developed by experience. The
operator must get the "feel" of the receiver, learn just what each control does

and just how a slight adjustment will
affect reception of the weaker stations.

The most critical control of this type of
receiver is the regeneration control. This
must be carefully adjusted (or not only
greatest sensitivity, but for a compromise
between low background noise, loudest
signal and elimination of interference
front other stations. In the! operation

of a short wave receiver, as in all other
arts, practice makes perfect.
In order to provide a wide selection of

popular short wave receivers, we have
contacted the editors of various prominent short wave magazines. Through
correspondence with their readers, they
have been able to recommend the types
of receivers commonly used by the sheet
wave fan, experimenter, and also by the
new -comer.

These rtceivers have all been built in
our laboratory and carefully designed to
give the utmost of performance with
minimum of difficulty.
We have also included a two -page list

of short wave stations. The station list
editors of all popular magazines submitted a list of what they have found to

Commander MacGregor and his ship.

many changes, as pertaining to operating

schedules, that are made from time to
time by the stations to facilitate reception.

Aside from regular short wave commercial stations, there are thousands of
amateur stations operating daily-. These
"Hain" stations, as they are commonly

called, do not broadcast music or other
popular types of programs, but arc important to the short wave listener who is after "DX". These
amateur stations, as a rule, employ low power transmitters and
of them provide good
"catches" for the "DX" fan. Also,
their varied emit ersations promany

vide no end of amusing entertainment.

The latter part of this
k is
Ii 'dud to the amateur and conI

tains time -proven circuits of
simple transmitters. The new-

0.5L from QX.21)1" in the Arctic.

be the most important and most consistently heard stations. Front these lists

we have compiled the condensed list
shown. While all of the stations now
operating are not listed, this list will serve

as a guide: complete monthly lists appear in nearly every worthwhile short
wave magazine. We recommend the mire

of such lists because they include the.

comer to amateur radio will fiid
these transmitters easy to construct and very efficient in opera
Lion.
Originally the transmitters were
designed by the headquarters staff of the

Milli. and described in the amateurs

flowerer, they
have been reconstructed and thoroughly
tested in the Hammarbuid laboratories,

official magazine, Q.S.T.

thus doubly assuring the builder that
he will he more than repaid for his
efforts in constructing them
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S -W STATION LIST
I Eamiern SiArillaril Tins.)

MC

CALL

21.530
21.470
17.790

GSJ
GSH

15.310
15.200

GSP

15.140
15.110

GA'

GSG

DjB
DJL

DAVENTRY, ENG.. 13.93 nt., 5.45.8.55 mu.
DAVENTHY, F,NG., 13.97 itr., 5.45 am12 tt.
DAVENTRY, ENG., 16.86 nt., 3.15-5.30 um, 5.45 sin -1211, 12.203.45 pm.
DAVENTRY, ENG., 19.6 in., 1.45-3.45 pm.
BERLIN, GERMANY, 19.74 tn., 12.05-11 am. Al2.o Sun. 11.10
am to 12.25 pm.
DAVENTRY, ENG., 19.112 in., 5.45 am -12 n.

BERLIN, GERMANY, 19.85 in., 12 ru-2, 8-9 am, 1.40 am in

DjD

430 pm. Sun. aIfto 6-11 am.
PRAGUE, CZECHOSLOVAKIA, 25.35 in., Daily 2-2.35 pm.
ROME, ITALY, 25.4 in., Daily 5-8.30 am, 10.30 ant -12.20 pm.
TOKIO, JAPAN, 25.42 tn.
MATANZAS, CUBA, 25.45 m., relays CMGF 2.3, 4-5, 6-11 pm.
BERLIN, GERMANY, 25.49 in., 10.40 am4.30 pm., 4.50-11 put.

TGWA

GUATEMALA CITY, GUAT, 25.51 in., Tues. and Thurs.

11.750

GSD

8 pm -12 in.
DAVENTRY, ENG., 25.13 tn., 3.15-5.30, 8.55 am -12 n, 12,20-6.00
pm., 9.15-11.15 pm.

11.720

C1 RX

1 1.7 15

TPA -4

11.700
11.435

HP5A

9.740
9.680

COCA

9.660
9.635
9.630
9.615

LRX

9.600
9.590
9.580
9.580

RAN

9.550

OLR3A

11.840
11.810
11.800
11.790
11.770
11.760

01314A
2110

JZJ
COGF

COCX

FZF6

2R0
111.1 7ABD

WINNIPEG, CANADA, 25.6 in., 4.10 pm.
PARIS, FRANCE. 25.61 tn., 6.1541.15 pm., 10 imi-1 am.
PANAMA CITY. PAN., 25.65 in., 10 am -10 pm.
HAVANA, clink, 26.21 in., 6.35 ant -1 am, Sim. till 12 in,

relay CMX.
HAVANA, CUBA, 30-78 m., 655 am -1 am, Sun. till 12 m.
FORT de FRANCE, MARTINIQUE, 30.97 nt., 1L30 tun -12.30
pni. 6.15-7.50 pm.
BUENOS AIRES, ARG., 31.06 tn., 8,30 am -10.30 pm.
HOME, ITALY, 31.13 in., Daily 12.30-9 pin.
BUCARAMANGA, COL., 3L14 in., 10 am -12 u, 4-11 pm.

KLIPHEUVAL, SOUTH AFRICA, 31.22 to Daily exc. Sat.
11.45 pm -l2.40 any Daily exc. Sun. 3.20-7.15, 9-11.40 am, Sun.
4-5.30, 8-11.40 am.

VK2ME
CSC

VIII

MOSCOW, U.S.S.R., 31.25 in., Daily 7.9.15 pm.
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA, 31.38 in., Sun. 1-3 am, 5-11 am.
DAVENTRY, ENG., 31.32 In.. 4.15.6, 6,20.8.30, 935.11.15 pm.
MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA, 3132 in., Daily 3.30.8.30 am
(Sat. till 9 am), Sun. 3-7.30 am. Daily exc. Sat. 9.35 pm -2.151,m.
PRAGUE. CZECHOSLOVAKIA, 31.41 In., Daily exc. Sun.

925-10.10 mu., Daily 12.554.40 pin., Sun. 6.15455 pm.. Mort.,
Wed., Fri. 8.10.35 put.

9.520
9.510

OZE

SKAMLEBOAEK, DENMARK, 31.51 ill., 2.6.4-11 pm.

VKTVIE

MELBOURNE, .AUSTRALLA, 31,55 m., Daily except Sun. 4.7

9.510

GSB

am.

DAVENTRY, ENGLAND, 31.53 111., 3.15-5.30 am. 12.20-6 pm,
6,20-&30, 9-11 pm.
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9.505
9.500
9.478
9.428
9.200
9.090
9.030

5

CALL

HJIABE

CARTAGENA, COLOMBIA, 3L57 su., 5-10.30 pm.

XEWW
EAR
COCH

MEXICO CUT, MEX, 31.58 in, relays XEW, 6 pm -12 in.
MADRID, SPAIN, 31.65 in, 7.30-9.30 pm.
HAVANA, CUBA, 31.8 m., 7 am -1 am.
HAVANA, CUBA, 32.59 rn., relays CMBX, 7 am -12 nt.
HAVANA, CUBA, 32.98 m., relays CMBC, 6.55 am -12.30 am.
HAVANA, CUBA, 32.2 m, 7.45 am.12.10 am. Irreg. 12.30.2 am.
Relays CMBZ.

COBX
COBC
COBL

7.520

RKI

MOSCOW, U.S.S.R., 39.87 in., relays RAN 7-9.15 pm. Works

6.630

HIT

RIM early am.
CIUDAD TRUJILLO, D.R

,

45.25 in, Daily exc. Sun. 12.10-

1.40 pm, 5.40-8.40 pm; also Sit. 10.40 pm -12.40 am.

6.558

1114D

CIUDAD TRUJILLO, DR., 45.74 m., exr. Sun. 11.55 arn-1.40

6.316

HIZ

CIUDAD TRUJILLO, D.R., 47.5 in, Daily exc. Sat. and Sun.
11.10 am -2.25 pm, 5.10-8.40 pm, Sat. 5.10-11.10 pin, Sun. 11.40 am 1.40 pnt.

6.2-13

HIN

6.235

11RD

6.150
6.140
6.135
6.130
6.130

CJRO

HJ1ABB

6.110
6.100
6.100
6.090

GS!.
W3XAL
W9XF
CRCX

6.070

CFRX

6.060

W8XAL

CINCINNATI, OHIO, 49.6 in, relays WLW 6.30 am -8 pm,

6.060
6.040
6.030
6.020
6.010

W3XAU
W1XAL
OLR2B

DJC

PHILADELPHIA, PA., 49.5 m., relays WCAU 8-11 pm.
BOSTON, MASS., 49.65 rn, exe. Sat. 7.9 pm.
PRAGUE, CECHOSLOVAKIA, 49.75 m.
BERLIN, GERMANY, 49.83 m., 10.40 am -4.30, 4.50-10.45 pm.

COCO

HAVANA, CUBA, 49.92 m. Daily 7.55 am -12 in; Sun. till

6.005
6.005

HPSK

5.850

YVIRB

5.800

YV5RC

W8XIE

COCD
VE911X

CIUDAD TRUJILLO, DR, 48 m., 12 m-2 pm, 7.30.9.30 pm,
irregularly.
LA CEIBA, HONDURAS, 48.12 in, 8.11 pm, Sat. 8 pm -I am,
Sun. 4-6 pm.
WINNIPEG, MAN., CANADA, 48.78 m, 4-10 pm.
PITTSBURGH, PA., 48.86 m, relays KDKA 10 pm -1 am.
BARRANQUILLA, COL., 48.9 m, 11.30 arn.1 pm, 4.30-10 pm.
HAVANA, CUBA, 48.94 in., relays CMCD 7 aml. arn.
HALIFAX, N.S., CAN., 48.94 in., Mon. -Fri. 9 am -1 pm; 5-11 pm,
Fri.; 1.3 pm Sat.; Sun. 9 ani-1 pm, 2.11 pm. Relays CANS.
DAVENTRY, ENGLAND, 49.1 in., 6.20.8.30, 935.1115.
BOUND BROOK, N. J., 49.18 in., 9.15 pm -1 am.
CHICAGO, ILL, 49.18 in., 8 am -9.10 put, 1.05-2 am.
TORONTO, CANADA, 49.26 in., Daily 5,30-11.30 pm; Sum.
5-11.30 pm,

TORONTO, CANADA, 49.42 m., relays CFRB 6.30 ant -11 pm;
Sun. 9.30 am -11 pm.
11 pm -2 am.

CFCX

11 pm.
COLON, PAN., 49.96 in., 7-9 am, 11.30 am -1 pm, 6-11 pm.
MONTREAL, CANADA, 49.96 1111., relays CFCF, 7.45 awl ain.
Sun. 10 am -12.15 am.
MARACAIBO, VEN., 51.28 m., 8.45-9.45 am, 11.15 am -12.15 pm;
4.45-9 45 pm; Sun_ 11.45 am.12.45 pm.

CARACAS, VEN., 51.72 m., Sun. 8.30 am -I0.30 pm; Daily 7.8
am, 10.30 am -1.45 pm, 3.45-9.30 pin.

4.836 WIJ3ABD

BOGOTA, COL., 62 in, 12 m-2 pm, 7-11 pm; Sun. 5-9 pm.
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One Tube
Battery Set

for

Beginner
This one -tube battery operated,

receiver is intended for the beginner. It is advisable to start

salt a one

set because of its
simplicity or construction. Many
budding short wave enthusiasts
have become discouraged for the

This

simple reason that the first set was entirely too complicated. This receiver,
while employing only one tube, will provide no end of entertainment insofar as

short wave code and phone reception
are concerned. The type of construction
employed deserves careful consideration.
Many beginners start with the so-called
bread -hoard model and usually end up
with considerable grief. We strongly

recommend that the chassis and panel
method be employed in all types of receiver.

The use of metal panels and

chassis provides excellent shielding, per-

mits much more effective common or
ground circuits, and eliminates nearly all
body capacity effects.
It is true that more efficient multi -

tube receivers can be constructed with
tubes intended for operation from a
power pack. But the simple one and
two -tubers

that

the

beginner

builds

elearty shows the arrangement of
parts for the one -tube battery set.
usually employ batteries for the simple
reason that the complication of power
supply construction, together with die
bum troubles that may be encountered,
are eliminated. The tube employed in
receiver consumes a very small
amount of power and therefore batteries
ran be economically used. The tube, a
1E7 -G, is a twin pentode. That is, there
this

are two sets of elements contained in
the single glass envelope. In the dr
roil employed in this receiver the robe
actually functions as two separate penOne section

todes-

is

employed as

a

regenerative detector while the other

serves as a resistance coupled audio am-

There are many other tubes of
the battery type which might have been
selected for this receiver. However, this
plifier.
one

provides

the

best

performance.

Standard Hammarlund plug-in coils are
employed to cover a range of from 17
to 270 meters. These coils are tuned
with two condensers. One is an "MC 140 -M" and serves as a band setting condenser. Connected in parallel with thi-.
condenser is an "MC -24-S" which is used
for band -spread tuning. For maximum

efficiency, bawl spread tuning is Aso.
lutely necessary in any short wave re-,
eeiver. The antenna is coupled directly
so she grid side of the tuned circuit
with an "MEX" padding condenser
which serves as an antenna trimmer.
Panel layout showing fliv plo....entent of
controls.

Regeneration is controlled with a 50,000
ohm potentiometer connectii
site
screen grid circuit,

1938 SHORT WAVE MANUAL

Drilling specifications /or how rhassis.
Complete drilling details are given in

Bottom view showing wiring, con
&risers, and resistors.

the drawing. After the chassis -has been
prepared and the parts luive been

Paris List

mounted, wiring is the next step. Ern ploy a good grade of "push -back" wire
and carefully solder all connections. All
connections that go to the common B.

minus, or chassis, are connected to

HMV, till-LIND

1-MC.20-5 Henri opreed eniid.
1-MC.140-M Bend wetting rend.
1-11ER antenna trimmer
1-CJFX 2.1 roll. R.F. choke
4 -props socket
1-9-8 8 -prong ,ticket

a

soldering lug placed underneath the
nearest screw. All leads and ronneetions

should be as short and direct as pos-

L-SWK-17.270 meter pion in call art

sible.

cutertEu.

There are four power terminals on the

receiver-two for the "A" battery, ond

2-500

is mounted in the receiver, an external resistor must be employed. This
is indicated as "R" in the A -plus filament Lead. The reason for this resistor
is
that the receiver requires two dry
cells connecter] in series which provide
three volts and the tube only requires
stat

mini. nitro mond,

1-.1 mt. paper coml.
J-1 n,t. paper cond.

1. a. C.
1-3 meg.-1/2 watt rotator
1-1/4 mes.-1/2 wail resistor
1-50.000-1/2 well resistor
1-50.000 ohm potentiometer

two volts. We suggest that a 10 -ohm vari-

MISC.

able resistor he employed in the position marked "R". This control can be
umit e d on the panel and should be
adjusted so that the receiver performs
properly. However, use care not to turn
the rheostat on too far and thus damage

1--Cltasale, 8 a 5 a 2"
1.-Poital a s 6 a 1/16° I alitii0
1-,Twin terminal strip

1-Phorie .trip
1-4 ling terminal !drip

the tutee. A volt meter connected across

.1.ij11-1111,111.

the filament terminals of the (tube will aid
tau

.006
Mr

,

a imp.'
IMF sioIC..

MOP..

X.111?

TOR
01-

-

11.1,11

Wiring riiiigraT rind parts robe,.:.

Naturally, it should read
two volts for proper
operation.

Best results were obtained with 40 volts applied to both the screen
and the plate. However,

fifie"IE7-61-

S6000a

n081[111F31

1-.006 rot. mica coed,
1-100 mini. mire eond.

two for the "B" battery. Since no rheo-

Z.1 we

7

soy

tubes

some

may

re-

quire less screen voltage. We suggest that
the
try

experimenter first
and then 90.

4.5

Tuning hints and suggestions will be found
in the introductory part
of this manual.

The ELAMMARLUND
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1.P.,414andolliefilib

imamplimmimpiwinggwia

near and Indium riesrs ihlowing placement of parts and wiring.

The "Metal Tube Two"
7'the more advanced
short wave exTwo of the newer metal

"Metal Tube -Two" receiver is for

perimenter.

tubes are employed. One is a 6J7 regenerative detector and the other, a 6C5
triode, is a resistanre coupled audio
amplifier. This combination provides
about the ultimate in simple short wave
receivers. It is especially sensitive and
will

produce extremely loud

signal,.

Loud enough, in fact, to operate a small
speaker.

This receiver is designed to operate
from the power supply described in another part of this book. Two -hundred fifty volts are required for the 13 -supply
and 6.3 volts A.C. for the heaters.
As in the one -tube set previously described, we also employ standard Ham.

marlund WI( plug-in roils in this one.
In simple receivers the plug-in coil

method is unquestionably the most satisfactory, beeausc there is no danger
of dead spots due to absorption reused
by unused windings. Here too, we have
also employed the band -spread system
shown in the smaller set.
The tickler is connected in the plate
circuit for obtaining regeneration. In
the diagram, the tickler is shown at the
top of the grid coil while actually it is
wound at the bottom of the roil form.
However, the connerions remain identical. It is drawn at t 'le top merely as a
convenience. In order to eliminate fe-ed

back in the audio stage, and to keep all
traces of R.F. out of the grid circuit of
the audio amplifier, a filter consisting of
a 2.1 nth. R.F. choke and two .0005 mf.
condensers, is employed i.t the II -plus
side of the tickler circuit.
Regeneration is controlled by varying
the voltage applied to the !screen grid
of the 6.17 regenerative pentode detector. The 50,000 ohm potentiometer and
the 100,000 ohm resistor, are connected
in series across the B -supply, that is, bethe B -plus and B -negative, in

tween

order to obtain the correct voltage for
the screen grid. The adjustment of this
regeneration control is covered in the
introductory part of the Manual and
need not be discussed here.
The 30 mini. trimmer, connected in
series with the antenna, serves for varying the antenna coupling. Once set for
the highest frequency coil, this condenser
will need no further adjustment unless
an extremely weak signal is encountered. Closing the condenser plates (increasing capacity I, will increase the sensitivity and thus bring up the strength of
the weak signal. However, as the capacity of this condenser is increased, the
set automatically tunes broader. There

is an optimum adjustment; one which
provides sufficient signal strength without
interference from stations transmitting
on adjacent channels.

1938 SHORT WAVE MANUAL
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dear and away from all trees, metal
roofs, etc. A receiver is only as good as
the antenna with which it is used. Use
a good antenna system and you will be
well repaid.
The beginning amateur will find this
the ideal set with which to start. Even
today thousands are in use by Hams.

Ports Liss
LIAMMAEILUND

1-MC.140-31 Hand setting cond.
1 -14C -20.S nnatt-st,nnnd cond.

1-31ER antenna trimmer (30 mint.)
r.f. choke

dimensions for chassis.

aooket

2-3-6 socketa
1-sinc-4. 17 to 270 meter plug -la soil

The diagram contains the circuit for
an additional pentode power amplifier.
Thin amplifier, when added to the main

set

CORNELL DUBIL/ER

receiver will provide full speaker volume
on all popular short wave stations. The

1-100 mmf. mita oandeoser
2-500 mmf. make condensers
1-.006 sof: mica condenser

.006 mf. condenser connected between
the plate of die 6C5 and the B -minus
should be connected between the plate
of the 6F6 and B -minus when the additional audio stage is employed. The
parts list does not contain die items employed in the additional amplifier. Also,

1-.1 mt. paper anal:Isomer
mf. paper epodes's/we
L.

2-1/4 meg.

the second amplifier. We suggest a 10"
chassis-one extending 2" farther to the

MISC.

1-8 x 5 a 2 Chassis
1-8 x 6 = 5/16^ Passel (aluminum)

The drilling of the 8" portion

Terminal atrips,

will, of course, remain the same. The
panel should also be correspondingly

twasseto,

ete.

2-Knolis
1-111.1

larger.

R. C. A.
1-6)71 racial tube
1.-6C5 n:elai tube

This receiver has been found to oper-

ate hest on an antenna from 40 to 75
feet long.

Consisting of a single wire,
the antenna should be mounted in the
2M

Resistors

1-21000 ohm 1 watt Resistor
1100,000 ohm 1 watt Rraistor
1-50,000 Aim potentiometer

the chassis on which the original receiver is built in not large enough for
right.

R. C.

1-2 meg. 1/2 won Roasters

IMO

osiims1

r-i004MF
6J 7--

6C 5

I eaoaon

6

it 010.,

rv 140,641

1.0 MtCROFARAD

OPTIONAL

MMF 100.0.
M R0 F0200
MN FuLLI.

PENTODE

AMPLIFIER

1 -1E141, -

6.31

Y

,-vvv,.1-+v

50,000$1 100,0710

Wiring diagram with optional amplifier stage.
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The Radio Amateur's Handbook
3 - Tube

BandSpread
A C Set
The receiver illustrated here represents

a good example of such a set. It is a
model constructed after the description
which appeared in "The Radio Amateur's
Handbook," tenth edition.
In the construction of this model there

was some variation from the original,
mainly in the method of obtaining regeneration. The original had the tickler
OONER or later most owners of reLi generative receivers feel the urge to

try the use of radio -frequency amplifica-

tion ahead of the regenerative detector.
In the days when only triode tubes were
available the complications in this were
severe and at best very little amplification was obtained in the r.f. stage. With
the introduction and popularization of
screen -grid tubes and r.f. pentodes, however, the picture has changed completely

in the cathode circuit and standard plug-

in coils are not well suited to this ar-

rangement. In the model described here,
therefore, the circuit was changed to include the tickler in the plate circuit. No
change was made in the method of controlling regeneration-a potentiometer to

vary the voltage applied to the screen
grid.

Referring to the schematic circuit of

with the result that a well designed r.f.

Figure 2, it will be seen that the r.f. stage
is quite conventional in every respect. ht
employs a type -58 tube which is also self

and general behavior of the regenerative

biased.
It is important that means for con -

stage adds tremendously to the sensitivity
receiver.

TOP VIEW

BOTTOM VIEW

5-

2r05.

TO COIL
SOLRET 144-1

C12

CS

TO 01A1._ LIGHT

Fig. 1
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trolling the gain of the ri. tage be provided on the front panel of such a rereiver as this. Otherwise even moder
Lately strong signals wilt oserloall the
detector. If the regeneration control
alone were depended upon for this pus.
pose the results would lie highly unsatisfactory 111411111:44' in addition to detector overloading, there would be a distinct loss of selectivity when re.gettera
Lion is retarded to reduce the volume.

Ile the other hand, by controlling the
gain of the r.f. stage, the input to the
den etair can be held down to a low level,
full regeneration employed and thus
niaximum selectivity obtained.
The band -spread system employed Prot ides continuous band -spreading
by
means of a small croulenser shunted
across the tank tuning condenser of each

stage. Thee tank condensers are controlled by individual knobs. These may
he seen as the two top contrail knobs in
of the accompanying photographs.
The small hand -spread condensers, how.
ever, are ganged for control by the single
main tuning control at the left end of the
receiver.

Nut only does this system provide a
very helpful degree of hand spreading at
any and all points throughout the range
of the receiver, but it also provides single

dial control within any hand which has

been selected by means of the tank raindensers. Thus when the broadcast list.
eller has tuned the tanks to resonance in

Fig. 2
ii batteries, the voltage divider consisting of RS and R6 may be eliminated

and the "high" end of the potentiometer
brought out to the 45 -volt tap on the It
battery.
The chassis is made from a sheet of la gauge aluminum, 17 inches by 11 incite..

The edges arc heat down 2 inches all
around, making the deck dimensions 15
inches. by 7 incites. The front panel is
13Y2 inches long by 7 inches high. The
shield cans each measure 7 inches long,
I-

inches wide and 43 inches high

Ports List

ITAM'd1.111.UND rannucrs
CI, C2.-011Iget reelable ens...tensors, Ups
MC -20.S

C -a. Ca-Midget ..arlehle rem lenge tx.

%Tor.

MC -140-51

the 25 -meter broadcast banal, for instance,

1.1, 1.2-Kli of 4 -prone plus -In rails, type

stations in dint band with the single main
control, much in the same manner as he
would tune in broadcast band stations on
a modern broadcast reed-is-cr. The cir-

La. 1,i. L5.-111:11 of r -prong plug -In rolls,
type SWK-6
RFC -11.F. aloha. typo (11-X

he proceeds to tune in the individual

cuits will be found to track fairly well

throughout the full rotation of the banal
spread dial, although some readjustment
of the r.f. tank condenser will be r.
quired.

The model receiver shown here was
built for use with Flammarlund standard
plug-in coils and with the tuning capacities used, will cover the short-wave range
from 19 to well over 200 meters, with ad.
plate overlap, using 4 pairs of du.,
coils.

The secret of using a tuned r.f.

stage

successfully, ahead of a regenerative

.1. -

lector, lies in providing thorough shield
ing. if shielding is inadequate there will
hr interaction between the two circuit.
to the extent that the tuning of one will
react on the other and regeneration will
be difficult to control.
This receiver is intended for operatiota

from an a.c. power supply unit v.le.
will supply approximately 200 volts
for the plates anal

21/2

sups for

.1...

du

heaters. Should it be desired to employ

/tolentite elseket, 4.prone. type 5-.1.
Isoltintito eoeket.
5.45.
Tube elsields, type TS -50
2 Flexible eouplinxe, type FP.
1
1

M t SC -F1.1.1 WAIL'S

11-3, C6. C8--.Cornell.Dubiller .01 mfd., 200e.
C7--Comsell-Dubiller .1 told.. lulls.

49, C10--Cortsell Dublller type HC.22:
1.0 mid.. 100..
C.11, C12, C13.1:ornellLlubllier .00023

odd.
1.11---Thordareen smile choke, type T-2.927

111-*I.R.C. nimbler. 5 met/ohms
230 ohm.. 1 wan
113--Flertrad putenllumett r, 10,000 ohm.
11-1-1.11.C. re.ibtur, 50,000 Wm." 1 wail
113-Flertrad ...ire wound resistor, 15.000
ohms. 5 wells

llo-Elertrad

wire

waned

real+14r,

5001)

ohm.. 5 watt.
11,7_1;ii,r, resistor, 1011,000 chino, i= wait
JIB -1.11.C. resistor. 5 nseenisma, 1.4 wail
1191.R.C. resistor, 2000 else... 1 watt
010-1-exley potentiometer. 50,000 ohm,
National Illuminated drum J1.1. types Lt
Fier laminate.] wafer ...Leh.. ...plow.,
Flay leminased
our's.. 5 or orm
i Eby strip, .5. -gang (memo ler...nat.)
leer.. terminals)
Eh], Orly.
Fby strip 2-ttantt 1 tip Jerk termlnala)
Aluminum Assets and
A...sinew shield
cane Isms taco.
.5111 motelised type.
1

1

1
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Front and rear views of the "Two
Stage Pre Selector." Idenl unit for re during noise and images.

M

This unit trill improve
any superheterrolyne

Two Stage Pre -Selector
The pre -selector is a worthwhile addition to any superheterodyne, particularly

those not having too much sensitivity.
This one, in particular, will work well
with present sruperheterodynes having

no R.F. ahead of the first detector. Even
those already having one stage of B.F.
ran he improved by the use of this unit.
Not only does it increase the sensitivity
of your present superheterodyue, but it
also goes a long way toward eliminating
images-that is, two -spot tuning. Noise

attempt to operate the amplifier without
these shields because it just won't work.
Also it will be noticed that the dual 140

mmf. condenser has a shield plate between the two stators. This must also be
grounded in order to eliminate feedback.

Band spread is not employed for the
simple reason that it is not necessary.
R. F. stages tune rather broad us com-

pared to the tuning control of the receiver. In the first R.F. stage-that is,

also reduced somewhat due to the

the one nearest the antenna circuit, the

overall increase in sensitivity and selectivity of the receiver.
A power supply for operating this pre-

condenser connected across the winding

is

amplifier

is not included in the snit.

inasmuch as it is to be used with some
sort of receiver, the power can be taken
directly from the receiver power supply.
From 180 to 250 volts are required for

interwound winding is employed for
trimming. Here we have a 100 mrnf-

with one side grounded. The grounded
side is that nearest the grounded side of
the larger winding. The small roil at

the plate supply and 6.3 volts for the
heaters. If your present receiver employs
2.5 volt tubes, such as the 58's and 56's.
then it will be necessary to employ two

type 514 pentodes in place of the 610
metal tubes shown in the diagram. If
the glass tubes are used, it is necessary
to shield them in order to prevent feedback. In this regard, the metal tubes are
superior because
shielding.

of

their thorough

It will be noticed that the two plugin coils, which are SWK-6, 3 -winding
liantrnarlund coils, are shielded with

Hammarlund "CS" coil shields. Do not

utt+rnatarn- showing the wiring.
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Lung leads in a high gain amplifier of
this type will cause no end of trouble.
The longest lead is 11w IPM+ going from
the ,:11'1.01111 roil to the plate of the first
elk i. it will be notived that this lead is
Nhieldril in order to reduce feeil back.
Ilto not employ ordinary shielded wire.
This lead should be magic with hook-up
ire having heavy insulation, and a
-hurt length of braided shielding Mille 1.141 !,leeitild he placed over the wire. If
the capacity between the shielded wire
is too great, considerable sensitivity will

5H16.0
C 5-3

-

---U-21-1L2f
eliznenNionw /nr the Anionic.

he lost. The converter has a volitive
control of its own which should be operated independent of the receiver. The
eorrert setting for the volume control
ran only be learned by caperienee.

The bottom of the form, usually termed

Punts List

the tieklee. is used as the antenna coup-

ling coil. This coil remains unused in

the second stage. The interwound winding serves as the plate coupling coil and

the large winding as the grid coil for
the second amplifier tube. This also is
tuned with a 148 mittf. condenser. With
proper adjustment, of the 100 mud. pad-

ding rondeaser, the

two circuits

the output terminal of the converter to
the untwrina p1:1/4 of your receiver, The
negative side of the converter need not
he connecters to the receiver because this

connection is already made through the
power supply. In wiring up the receiver,

leads should he short and direct.

U

2-5-4 rockets
2-CS tall iddelds
-SWK- to

(- pr eng roil sets 17-270 M.

CORNELL D11811.1E14
( Cowl twirlers)

will

track very nicely.
There are many arrangements which
ran be used for coupling the pre -selector
to the receiver proper. However, the
arrangement shown is the simplest and
is entirely satisfactory. Merely connect

all

HAMM./ BLUNT/

-41C13.1 10 -M two gang euutlenser

1-MC-100-M trimmer condenser
1-4:11X R.F. choke
2-5-8 markets

m r. paper

1-300 m mf. roles
1.

It. C.

Itesistars)

300 ohm 1/2 watt

2-1110,008 slim 1/2 start
1-30,000 ohm I watt
1-10,000 ohm potentiometer
MISC.

1-8 r 10 s 2" eltsmis

1--7 x 10" 1,ont-1 (sIuntinam 1

2-Knobs

Binding

11 tint

strips, serew.., rte.

K. C. A.
Metal1-0K7

tubes

iring diagrant and values ei/ iwo Stage Pre -selector."

It
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short
ovare converter
II'itlt toils.

SW -CONVERTER
WHILE manyshort et ate fans have
small one -tube anti two -tube re-

teivers and desire a more complicated
set, many do not feel equal to the task
of building it. If you have a good broad east receiver, that it, one covering the

Spl\

fiet

with a tuning range of

from 17 to 270 meters. The oscillator
roil, however, must he esperially con strolled with the following specifica

aside from volume control, are matle on

does. The highest frequency roil has 6
turns spared to a total length of 1 -it";
the cathode tap is taken of at approximately 1 turn from the B -minus
the circuit. The next largest coil has 12
turns sriaced to a total length of %. and
the cathode tap is at 1 turns. The next
roil has 27 turns spaced to a length of
1" with the cathode tap at the second
turn, The largest coil has 4a turns close
wound with the cathode tap at the 4th
turn. Number 26 silk covered wire is
used for all coils. The diagram shows a
separate coil winding for the cathode
circuit. If the rail data given above is
emploved, the cathode will be tapped

the converter. Referring to the wiring
diagram, we find that we have a 61.7
roerstaarill mixer whirl' is used in roll junction with a 6C5 as high frequency

elliplialatairsomostosainialinip

regular broadcast band but not taking
in the short wave bands, this simple Iwu-

tube converter will enable you to receive short wave stations on the regular home set at fun speaker volume. A
combination of the two provides a very
effective all wave receiver capable of
in -miming fine results. When combined
with this converter, the broadcast reteiver merely serves as the LK and A.F.

amplifier unit having its own power
supply. No tuning is done with the
liroadeost

receiver.

All

adjustments,

AIL

oscillator. The two tithes work together
to convert the incoming short wave signal into a frequency suitable for amplifieat'
by the broadcast sets
The large receiver is tuned near maximum wavelength, or lowest frequency_
in the broadcast band. The exact position of tuning is governed lee the broad
east

stations in operation. The dial
should be set so that no broadcast station comes through to interfere with

the Aunt wave signaL

The first coil, or the one he the 61.7
grid circuit, is a standard Ilantruarlund

Bottom view. dworing

1938 SHORT WAVE MANUAL
on to the large coil the number of turns
specified from the B -minus side of Ili,
roil. If standard 1 -prong Hammarlund
roils are to be used in the oseillator.
that is the same type as are used in tb
6L7 circuit. the.d the diagram gh ell
would hr ['Mowed. The small wield
at the lower side of the toil will lie
for the cathode eireiiii. This is normally
the tickler. It will be necessary to re
duel- the moldier of turn- until it equals

L.;

orAass

1:5.3

<c.53

-r-.

-

-ouk

gif, 9whE

1

Too.
1.41,11

L

I

4

MC-

14101.1

I

1100'M

I

I

L.'

I

1

- 2i.-

the amount between the tap and the
11.negative side of the roil in the -peci
&MIMI.' already given. The see kir% or
grid winding will also need
silica
Lion. In all but the 17 to 11 meter roil.
the number of grid torus
st lie re
duced 20%. The 17 to 41 meter coil,
requires greater sparing fur the same
number of turns. Merely increase the
spacing slightly between the turns. With

the above coil specifications, the two
circuits should track fairly close.
Two sets of tuning condensers are rm.
played. One is a two -gang "MC11-35-V
condenser and is the main tuning 0111
denser employed for band spread. Th.

Mtn to

the rhasviN.

I' a r t
I -MI

rcf

I

II 1.NINI sill

1

s.1)

ronrirmier

ru narnorro

2-14,1011114

orkri.

R -prone

prong aorkott

.1.

2-C:f.3 I oil
dr,
I-CHX R.F. shake

1..SW k -I. roil LAI 17.2711 meal,.
1 -prone roll form.

p. C.

I.

(Roolotoro)
watt

two 100 stunt. condensers adjust the tun-

1-500 ohm

ing range of the converter.
This converter also employs the

2-100.1700 oboe % wail
f-10,001) nine.
..all

re-

1-.1 mei. 54 ran
1

FORNF.I.1
(Eland

ceiver

power supply ileseigheil pre
sly. It is not recommended that the

power for the converter he taken from
the 'womanise receiver.

One connection of the converter
mess the antenna post of the 1111-0114 Ira -1
receiver. The B -minus lead of the converter should also connect to the ground
ler
al of the broadcast set. The ale
tenna connretilling_g doublet being preferred, connect to the 41111,1.1111d roil in
the 6L7 grid circuit.

II him: diagram

feu tun -ruby short
wear, reenrerter.

11111.11.:11

1-.1 n.f. tubular
inf. lobular
2-100 mf. nth,.
1-.000:: nil. roles

1-.d,1-,

4.4 h.tease

1-1hasoi.,

14"

1-Panol 7"

aluminum

z
a

10"

t0"-both

1

.
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Parts [or building receivers and

transmitters in this honk, are ltere

'i

9

listed.

AU prices shown arc list prices, and

subject to change mithout notice.

Cr

.°1t el

''.°R

CONDENSERS

"HFD" MICRO DUAL CONDENSERS

for ultra -share
and short wave toning. leelantiteinettiatiOn. All contaPIS
IFleal %.arIables

A rompnet dual -ideal
a

riveted or nolgtered. Vibration
proof. Now improved Hate-

tuning

R11111 type rear bearing, and noiseless wiping eon
tact. Cadmium plated enhlered

20 mmf.
35 mmf.
50 nun(
50 mint

MC -,50-M

MC.75.5

MC -1441-5

MC -140-M
MC -200.M
MC -250-M
MC -325.M

Shaft -1/.1".

LIST

CAPACITY

CODE
MC -20.5
MC -35-S
MC -50-S
MC -75-M
MC- 100.5
MC -100-M

plates.

.

1.50
1.00
7.60

2.00
2.00

110 mmf,_

80 mmf,..

100 mmf.
(00 mmf.
140 mmf.
140 mmf,
200 Intel,
260 rand,

2..25
An

2.50
2.75
3.00
3.50

320 mmf
"W. -Straight Line Cap. Plates

"M"-Midline Plates

CONDENSE RS

3/4" shaft. Cadmium plated soldered brass
LIST
CAPACITY
CODE
62.75
50 rnmf. per cent3.25
100 mmf. per rent
11114.101)
.... 3.75
140 nirrif. per sert. ..
1411/-11,0
3.25
2/1.5 eimf, per seri
t11TD.30-X
*Double spored

Fur receiving and transmit.
ling, for short ware tuning,

'neater' between stater

dons.

Overall

f:ODE
MCD-50-M

MCD-100-S
MCD.100-M
11141111.140..M

MCD-140-5

set -

LIST

CAPACITY
50 mmf. per sect..
50 mmf. per sect.
100 ant% per seat

1$3.011

3.00
3.50
3.50
4.00

100 mrof. par meet. -

140 nmf. per sect -

11.0 nun/. per Bete.... -..-..._ --..--.._....-.,4.00

l'Iti"ePri id line Pimps

"S" -Straight Line Cap. Plates

"MCDX" DOUBLE SPACED CONDENSERS
LIST
MCD-35-SX
31 1.13,f. per seat.
53.50
31 mmf. per seer,
MCD.35-MX
3.50
"MX.."-Midline Platen
"53" -Straight Line Cap. Plates

"IIF" MICRO

For tuning or tri laming on
hiuh
frequenties.
Cadmium
plated colder -ad brats plates.
Isnlau tile- Base mounting, tingle
bole panel mount, or panel
mounting with bushings. 140
elm I- size 1 9/32'r high x
I

7/32' hellind pond.
17.5 Intel.

11F -1i;

11F-35

35 re

11F-511

ilF.100

f

.01.23
1.50

.

50 rotor.

1.60
1-90

11.111 ,n,,, f.-.....

J 1.1 mail
30 in inf. .....
'Double -Spaced

11F.1.10

CONDENSERS

reale*.

aluminum plate 0.

afford

proper

"1iF-30-X

.

2.25
1.55

mounting hushing, 1 9/16"
wide x 1,,y," high. Depth behind panel Econ. I1/16"
light in weighs,
" depending en rapaeity,
Le
strong end compact in construction. Tinned soldered
lugs on the frFtrit end are supplied to simplify
Plates of straight lino capaelty types.
SM 15
5M-25
S!)1-50

SM !On

S

top anal sides.
or Doan

Sub -

50 ntutf._ ......

100 mmf.

...

tint

Ct

pronge)

5.60

5.6 46 prongs) .

5.7 flee. hone, 7 prongs) .60

..

(8 prongs)

.040".

.73

flf)fiE

LIST
$1.50

prongs, 33-75 metersi 1.00
No.42 roll (.wound moil,
No. t3 coil (wound coil, 4 prongs, 66-150 meters) .75
Nu. 4-1 coil (wound coil, 4 prong., 135.270 meters) .75
1.25
I51:1'-1. (wound roil, 4 prong.R. 250-560 mrtere)
wound coil, 6 prong., 10.211 my ler.) 1.25
Nu, 61) rut.,
No. 61 roil (wound imp, 6 prongs, 17-41 meter.) 1.25
.1.

.

No. 62 roil (wound roil, 6 prongs, 33-75 metnre) 1.25

MTC-100-11

MTC-150-fi

.

- ..

nontraliring enn(fencers with heavy aluminum
lniprustsrl

31TC-50.0
MTC.100-C

35
20 mint'.
35

In,crasa.

PusitIve

MTC-150-C.

MTC-350.1

365 mmf..__..

ters.-20. 40110 -meter

BO-

enFl

amateur

hands. High egtuien tent
Impedance

more

than

6.10
2.80

.031"

5.20
3.60
4.00

.

.031"....

models

e mended plates. "C"

modein-plalts plate
edges.

!mutt

roorhine screw. Ind. 2.4 nth. Dist. rap. lex. than 1:5
mini. 0.c ree--8 uhnin. Max. recommended D. I:.
leentinuous) 500 nun. Overall niers, lerc brat bete CODE
131.500

3.30
3:90

.031" -...- 3.05

"Li"

nt%

I

3/16" x

.56.00
2.25

fi n m e outstanding
features
as
MTC
situdem except that
stator section, aro
e rparotr.
M ode
1.00.1.1
with .070"
piers sparing, only
SAY. behind. panel.

lucking

500,000 ohm.. Effective
I ergot.
from 1.500 to 15,000 I.e. with exception
rims between 5.300 end 6,4ort and between 8,000 and
9.000. Isolanitte rare. Insulated mountine bracket.
Brackets removable and choke mounted Faith n sleglc

1

LIST

.171"
.070"

".31TCD" SNIT -STATOR TYPES

"C14-500" TRANSMITTING CHOKES
Fur parallel feed in
high powered tron.nii

_

261) in enf..

11-.1

N-10 12 to 10 nunf..1

SPACING

.070'

so

100 mmf.
150 tent/.

Designed for het -keened adlimintent. 244,, high s
I 13/10" deep..
CODE:

.

1511 enter._

polished plates end rounded
edge, tulle mite. Fine 4stlitiei.

insuleana material-XP.53. Natural eel.

ListSMF-t (1 prongs, roil fern' only] 5.35
WA F-5 (5 pringe, tail form only) .35
SWE.6 16 -prong -s, coil farm only)
Pin..40 roil (wont./ roil, 4 prongs, 10.20 mature) 1.00
Nu. 11 roil (wound evil, 1 prong., 17-41 meters) 1.00

CAPAC.I7'Y

MTC-35-il

NEUTRALIZING
CONDENSF;RS

Outstanding forma using new low loss

COur

plate [Ales.
Salf.ele.minn wiping

MTC-20-11

LIST

-`\P-53- COIL. FORMS AND KITS

available.

re Untied

plain

MTC.35.A

null.

in ferns. W." diameter and 21'41" lung
exclusive al prongs. Kits with wound
r oils fur M C.110.M condenser also

plates. "C"
O 131112C1.

CAPACITY
3.30

1,25

urine eliminating ]Dears- Groove -ribbed
for air spaced. elm/lugs. Flange grip,,
meter Indexeda. Moulded threaded shelf

models

CODE

in

.55
.90
1.00
1.25

thick -

other.

.025". "A" and "D"

wiring.
Isolanilte Innms-%" x 3/4'.
Mira dieteririe, phosphor bronco. !spring pletee.
CODE
MEC

plate

ail

nee%

5-900

The midget equnlieer shown
at right is an extremely
small rendenrer designed for
trimming HS. roil., but Free NI for many other purposes.
5elf..uppOrling

pnal

Polished

aluminum plates
Sialnless steel shaft.
"A" model hen

5-7-11 (sm. base, 7 pronun).60
5-5

"MTC" TRANSMITTING CON DI -N:qlt:s.
Fennnting.

.60

_.

1.00

35 Iona
30 mmf.
"Douhle Spored Transmitting Types

CH -X

corneae,' types, Ivo.
Ian ti e e insulation.
B ase
or

UST

CrIDE.

5.55

13 most ..........

23 mind

110 mmf..--.-....

-33.X
SM-50-X

Chimed
panel.

LisT

CAPACITY

CODE

-T
L.1.5641

Gripped prenpeennsiot
shift. Gulde groove. RIM.
prnof side gripping rontaets.
h's.

"MET" EQUALIZER

tension and

Length acres. rape 114". Diameter IC.".

Standard wombat at hilt. Low eat Insert. Constant 6:Faintis-

214" I IV%

1.olnnille core in.

1.4". Empreanaied

pies

noring ruguerinrrr end 4111 Witty. Ind. .ce..
2.1 -nit. D.C.
ohm,. Dist. rap.
I
mini'. Current eater yieg eap..125 ma.

:1.75

"S" ISOLANTITE SOCKETS

grip silver plated phosphor
5-900
hentace prong.. 'rep, cities. and elm; [dated.

tom)

perfect cunt:let. Single hole
mounting. 1,4" eha ft. 5/1G"

behind

length

antenna

smooth control anti provides

panel -3%44". Strong leolemito
base. Single hole panel mount,

els-penile roils, 17-270 meter.)

Acorn socket at right. Isolantile. For nevi, high frequency
acorn lubre954. or 955.
74," Fliameler. Five double

"SCI" STAR MIDGET CONDENSERS

.-eight that li r rn 1.e sappotted by own
leads. Five, imprcenated universal wound

fon e-prOna rolls, 17.270 meterF, i 3.00

1

for each eeetion. Rotor resumes variable to several
positions fur shortest leads, Shield between sections.
lice 140 rnmf. sire it 11-1," high g 3%" long behindpanel,

Phosphor bronze sprint plate

single midgets. these in-

SWK.
StV1{-0

short wire and ultra.
ehort wave tranamitters,
Ixelantite
etc.
Heavy
base equipped with new
ilamrearlund split rear
wiping root:set
nnhodeps

ling, etc. Low loss, natural
bakeiite Inanlatino. No n-em-

eorporato every requirement
imperative to highod quality.
Speclflealimet identical to single
types exeept that shield plate
is

inelisidual

and

hearing

regeneration,

"MCD" SPLIT -STATOR
L- ike

high frequency
condenser, for
low.powereil

Inealuakin item where spikes it et a pram.
;Mil. it is no small in chat and light in

No. 03 roil (wound evil. ift [snap, 66-150 otelerel .61.C10
No. 0 I roil I wound mill, 6 promo.. 135.-270 meters) 1.00
1ZCC-6
1.50
wound eon. 6 prone., 250-560 meters).

lunin g

learteriti
bract

"UI-X" R.F. mincrr CHOKES

HAMMARLUND MANUFACTURING CO., Inc., 424438 West 33r11 Street, New York

"MC" MIDGET

17

1.154

51.75

CA PACI'll'

SP %ONO

35 (unit, per

pcc1.

50 nand. per
100 mmf. per sect,....
50
I. per *eel.

100 mint, par' wet.
ISO mmf. per sera.
20.5 Frni. per Beet.

1.15T
S5.25

.070"

20 tuna. per sent -

.0711"

6.50
8.75
4.50
5,00
3.23

.03 1"

6.011

.

.07 0".......
__

5

.

.031"
.031"

.

For complete catalog of Moamar land parts, write. Dept. SWM-8 lit
address given above.

-
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Two views show-

ing the construction of the receiver power -supply.

Receiver
PowerSupply
The several short wave receivers previously described require a separate
power -supply. While the power -supply

and the receiver may be incorporated in
one Unit, it is to the advantage of the
experimenter to have the power -supply
separate. This permits its use with other
apparatus. This power -supply is con-

structed of good parts with ratings suffi-

cient to work with the receivers in this
honk and still maintain a wide range of
safety. If the experimenter desires to
build larger receivers, that is, receivers
!Laving

considerably more tubes

than

those illustrated in this book, it is advisable

to use components

of higher

ratings. For instance, the power transthis particular power -supply,
while delivering sufficient voltage at 70
milliamperes, will handle up to three or
former

in

four tubes. In ease larger receivers are
to be used with it, we recommend that
Ilse transformer have a rating of at least
100 milliamperes. The filter choke coils
of this power -supply are rated at BO ins.
also should be increased to
approximately 100 ma., if the larger retry

These

are contemplated. No other values in
the power supply need be changed ill

order to increase its current capacity.
Another point whirl[ should he considered is the type tubes which may at
souse time or other be used during experimenting. Our diagram shows a single
6.3 volt filament winding. If at any time.
you expect ho employ 214 volt tubes in
your receiver for some Other expertmcntal set-up, we suggest that the power supply he equipped with a 2y, volt
nigoling as well as the 6.3 volt winding.
Such transformers are readily available.
For convenience, we have used a Sx8x2

inrh chassis constructed of 1/16" alum-

inum. All four sides are bent down in
order to make it rigid. On one of these
sides is rommted the terminal strip eon raining the plate and filament rootlet.-

tions. On the other side wt. have the
on -off

toggle switch. The plavenient

or

these items can he learned from the
photograph.

Tic output voltage. of the power -simply is very important. In this particular
our, the output voltage is 300 under
normal load. Choke input is employed.
If condenser input were used, the voltage would be entirely too high. If condenser input is desired, for any particu-
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Drilling specifica-

tions for power supply chassis.

lar reason, the high voltage rating of the
secondary should be around 250 volts.

the dial in the receiver anti not in

The bleeder or voltage divider connected across the output terminals or
the filter consists of a 20,000 ohm SO

necting

watt resistor. As can he seen in the diagram, one tap is provided in ease lower
voltages are required. This tap should
be adjusted under load with the aid of

a volt meter in order to obtain proper
voltage. If snore than one intermediate
voltage is required, additional taps may
he placed on the voltage divider. How-

others, they may he eliminated by con.001

mt.

condensers between

earls plate of the rectifier and one side
of the filament. Juggling these connections may he nreessary in order to eonspI tely eliminate I u nal& hums. Also,

outside line noises can be reduced considerably by connecting a .1 seif. condenser between one side of the 110 volt
primary and B -minus. Use a high grade
400 V. paper condenser.

ever, bear in mind that the resistor
shown is only rated at 50 watts and that
there is an idle current of approximately
15 milliamperes already flowing through
it with no load. This means that tht
total additional load which the resistor

will stand is 35 ma. If greater current
requirements are necessary a resistor
with a higher rating should be employed.
One of approximately 75 to 100 watts

would serve, depending upon the Current drawn. During tests, this power supply in conjunction with the receivers
previously illustrated, was what might
be considered hum -free. If trouble is

experienced due to tunable hums, that
is hums appearing in some places on

rim .e

diagram

anti parts ratites

r pin rersapply.

Liar
STANCt)li
r ruhkr.rier-11. 9411
titer citokes---4:-1120
Elt0 VOX

:1-8 nit, elentrolytle eundestsers

(500 V).
I. It. C.
1-20.000 plum voltage divider with
one slider

1-Tytte 80 rectifier
MISC.

s b^ s 2^ rhassi.
(1/16" aluminum I
I -Temle switch

.)11
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5- Meter Mopa
THE 5 -meter amateur band has

be -

tome extre.rnely popular with the

young ham. Nearly all newcomers start
off with a 5 -meter transmitter.
Since the introduction of the beam
type power tubes, many amateurs have
incorporated them in their ultra -high
frequency apparatus. The 5 -meter trans-

mitter illustrated in the photograph was
originally designed by W2AMN and de. -

scribed in SHORT WAVE & TELEVISION magazine. This transmitter provides a very steady and sharp signal

which dues not cause a lot of interferenee with other amateurs. Two type 6L6

lel, (metal type) are employed. One

as an electron coupled oscillator and
the other as a 5 -meter power amplifier.
The oscillator grid circuit is tuned to
ill meters and the plate circuit is tuned
to 5. Frequency doubling in this stage
is employed in order to improve sta
bil ity.

The amplifier is inductively coupled
to the oscillator and the diagram shows
a neutralizing condere,er. However, this
condenser is not needed if the amplifier
it properly adjusted. The neutralizing
circuit is shown for those who may desire to incorporate it in the transmitter.
The entire transmitter, not including

the modulator, is mounted on a I2 x
I] " x 3" aluminum chassis. No drilling
specifications are

given. Reference

to

drawing clearly shows the placement of

parts. A circuit diagram for a suitable
modulator 11 Welt will work well with
this transmitter is given in one or
drawings.

Ilf)iirena crew of the 5 -meter MOP.4

:opiltnercial audio amplifiers

having an output of around 15 watts
work irry satisfactory and in many
cases are much cheaper to buy thou
build. A single meter is employed for
meusurine currents in the various rip
veils. Four jacks are provided along
the Ieft-hand edge of the chassis. These
are single closed eirenit jacks and are
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50,000.n

6L6

1.2
of

i 250

taliAF

'NW

7-

100
TAP

WA F

35

6L6

20

W1MF

13

10,000 IL

TAP AT
TURN

-"J.
lsa

3.,.
.

-N.D.-L-STAN 0- BY 5w.

51-3A 831

400 V

-

Parts List

the right-hand edge of the chassis Ive

11.411114111

trans-

i -MC -100-S Condenser
-HC -2.0-S Condenser
I -MC -.35-S Condenser

mitter off during reception.
Tuning and adjusting the transmitter
it simple if the following procedure is
adhered to: With the amplifier tube removed from its socket, the oscillator
grid condenser should be adjusted until
a signal from the oscillator is picked

1-MCD- d5 -X Conti...mane

1-11 EX trimmer

2-S-0 f4prono

Minn

rnOriv i rig

typo eon-

411.e.wern

of. mien 1.000
eondencv:
2-8 an F. electrolytic -500 V condlmsers
T.

H. C.

1-50,000 ohm 1 watt resistor
1.10,000 akin I Wait ndminlOt.

.1-.=.20,000 Ohm 20 wan railnor

1-20,000 ohm 73 wait voliagn divider

indicate grid current of the amplifier.
The plate circuit of the oscillator is

STA Ncori

1-Pinto and filament trains. No. P-3003
eke Le, pia. 0.1421
R. C. A..
hesso tubes
1-t.tV reaLlifar tabu

then adjusted for maximum grid current as indicated by the meter. Next,

insert the meter plug into the final ampjack, after removing the

TRIP rrr
1-0-100 31M. Malan meter

13 -

Al NC.

Swing the amplifier plate condenser
until plate current is at minimum. Then
couple the antenna and adjust for a plate
eurrent of 75 milliamperes.

1-Single citiaed circuit jaaka
1 -Phone rrl lig, 1-Toggle
a-knobs
1-Aluntinuan chassis 11.s.11°.a34

6N7

AI MF-GXW

le

A1 -3101:1-1X

6-.001 nit.

meter plug should then be connected to

POT 6C5

Icy nt itr stm

1-F-1 4 -prong Isoiantito cliches

up, in the proper portion of the band,
on the receiver. Next, disconnect the
13 -plus from the amplifier tube by inserting a dummy plug in the proper
jack and insert the amplifier tube. The

.002 IstF -112.10

4156.:1

-.

have the standby switch. This opens the

dummy plug, this will connect the
plug to the amplifier.

41 gi.

L4.4

t.onnected as shown in the diagram. Oil

lifier plate

I

palawms-riscm-,SP
4-.

11

L 5= El

the

,-

po

_
uLaal.
1.1

= .8E Al ICCT

B -negative circuit, shutting

2q000n

vit.] x' .erts
JACKS
..001 iss MICA CaotatiENS0?.

A 84- _O
160140

reAsie50
.

WATTS

%k

X-vPdv

A-4700

2-6L6

I6 MF
-1450 V

A-3806

11
II

r
" 2 5Y1

OMF

t>e-MIxE

10 NW

1111

WATT \ 214F

P-4Cee.

450Y

ii

mar

83

511.

.111

15,000'A

ISOwit.

''00000

C-1402

50V

211F,

4505

C-14 2

ne, Mswpm/
10 it

4501-1

1,0000
w

Our

4505

1,000 0
5W

--

SW
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5 -Meter Super -Het
ALTHOUGH this 5-meicr receiver ig
is intended for use with the 5 -meter
MOPA previously described, it can be
used by the fan for receiving police
calls and television signals. There are

live tubes in a resistance coupled fir cult. Font- are metal tubes, while the
fifth one is an "acorn" regenerative de.
tenor.
Resistance coupling

is

employed be-

cause of its low cost and simplicity of
romtruetion.

The

entire

receiver

is

built in a Crowe metal can, mca4nring
10" x 5" a WA".

Since this receiver is

because of the very wide band width.
Excellent music and entertainment pro-

grams can be received front the ultrahigh frequency television and experi
mental stations. During unusual atmospheric conditions. it is possible to re.:eive stations tbowanala of mile's distant
with excellent quality.
Ln order to facilitate Ruling and increase stability, automatic volume control is incorporated in the receiver. This
is.

autodyne
superheterodyne, each station will up an

pear in two spots on the dial, but very
dose together. The band width of the
receiver is nearly IOU kc. and makes it
possible to receive modulated oscilla-

tors as well ME other types of signals
having a slight amount of frequency
Medulation.

Pi iritt

The quality, wlico a crystal controlled
signal is living receked, is very good

diagram ,a/ resiawico.

brought about by employing a 6F6

connected as a high -mu triode as the
second detector. The attioniatie volume
control voltage is obtained front the grill

circuit at the center tap of the grid resistor and returned to the grids at the
two Glti7 I.F. amplifiers. This automatie
control arrangement is very

valurne

effectise and eliminates the necessity for
an R.F. gain Control.

idtru.high /regrienry rerviver,
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isfactory results, providing the maximum
tl
r

-

1.

5Dit; ---r

T

,

HOL5,
Syy.'

REG-

is somewhere in the neighborhood of 180 volts. When putting the
receiver into operation, tum the regeneration control all the way oil and the
audio volume control all the way on.
Then advance the regeneration control
until a slight hiss is heard. Outside in-

voltage

VOLIL.

terference smelt as ?tackling and buzzing

Drilling specifit ations.

All leads must he door' and direct,
and it is advisable to keep them well
separated, especially the grit] and plate
leads. Aldiough the diagram does not

.noises

will also be heard. Then rotate

the tuning dial

until the station is

heard. Final adjustment of the antenna
condenser and the regeneration control,
as well as the tuning condenser, should

sting it up to fall speaker

the grid leads from the two
61(rs are shielded with copper braid.
This braid Covers the grid lead right
show it,

from the grid cap to the point where it
goes through the chassis. It is grounded
at this point with a soldering lug placed
under the nearest screw.
A 15 matt. tuning condenser is employed. This is a Hamniarlund "HF-15.
X" and the coil has 10 turns of No. 12
tinned coupper wire W in diameter and
spaced to a length of Ph". Although the
15 mad. capacity is rather high, tuning
the range of the tuning circuit slightly.
the

LiNi
I/AMMA ft LIND
e
,,
1-S-900 acorn rocket

I.. -111P -15-X

co oriemier

t. n. c.
5-1/i men.

1-% meg. I
:1-50,0011 ohm V. wail
1-2 meg
watt
2-400 ohm 1,4 watt
1-10,000 ohm IA
oh in

the 5 meter amateur hand is to hr covered, several plates may be removed
front the "HF-15-X" tuning condenser.
Adjustment of this part of the circuit
will have to he done experimentally.
The receiver power supply described
previously in this hook works very nicely with the 5 meter super -het. However,
any good power supply should give sat.

Roil rfr m riew
showing by - pass
condensers u n d
fixed resisiors.

I

1-'10,1100 oho.

1-23,000 chin

wart

watt

watt

I
1

wart

1-g11,000 ohm potentiometer

1-500,000 ah,m pot sntio MC ter

coil turns may he paced farther

apart or squeezed together depeadiag
upon the desired results. Also, if just

(Realarae8)
won
watt

4-.0001
11.110

C.ORNELL D1 ;AMER
Korolonmirii)
mi.. infra
inf. mfrs

mf. mica

7-.l m f.

paper

( tali molar)

1-.10 mf. electrolytic
A. C. it.

t-.7024 tniao

2-tryii7 tuber
2-01,6 tuba*
M INC.

Ilrowe box

1---.Natiou al Dial

't-K mobs
1-0 via I W

GI I

f.k..1
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The one -tube 2 -band

transmitter for beginners.

6L6 Transmitter
For Beginner
tic -

possible to tunic the plate circuit, con-

1 scribed in the ]938 edition of the

sisting of L-2 and its 100 mmf. tuning

transmitter war utriginally

1,11:

Radio Amateur's Handbook published
by the A.11.11.1,. It was intended primarily for the beginner. The copy shown
in the photograph wa: Imilt in the Rammar/Lind laboratory aid carefully tested.
The beginner -carting out with a

transmitter of 'hi, 1pr will find it very
convenient to add to it in order to complete

hipper powered

a

1ransmittcr.

Used by itself, it will provide a very
efficient rode transmitter, capable of op-

eration on all hands from

175

to

condenser, to twice the crystal frequency
with very little decrease in power output.

Looking at the top view of the transmitter, we find that the cathode tuning
control is on the left, just behind it is
the cathode roil, L-1. The tube and
the crystal arc mounted in the center of
the chassis and the plate circuit, consisting of the inning condenser and L-2,

20

consists of a 6Lb beam tube,
"tri-tet- oscillator, and i erY lid con trailed. The Irunsruitter will operate on
two amateur hands with a single crystal.
meters.

It

e

tor in-tonee, i-Carling out with u 160 meter crystal. operation is pogsihle on the
HO meter hand a- well as the 160 meter

hand, A tuned circuit is connected in
the cathode kid, and the crystal connected between the grid and cathride.
This Word rinmit com.h.tirilt of L-1 and

the 1011P mud. condenser, which woe:, it,

is adjristed to a frequency approximately
Midway between the crystal frequeney
and the serum] harmonic. Ilds makes it

Fixed condensers and FCAilliflri are
mounted 1.endernentb.

25
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ploving twisted pair ur siellililr tyne of
feeder will work very nicely with this
iransniitter. If the single -wire fed antenna is employed, it may he coupled

to terminal "A".
The cathode tuning condenser should
he adjusted sn that the crystal oscillates
stably. Without the ardeona counected,
,lire eti!,

the plate tuning condenser should be
adjusted for a mini en plate current,
dist is, when operated on the second

Completely drilfird chassis for one are on the right. Plug-in coils are wound
en Elammarlund SWF 1 -prong roil

harmonic. When the antenna is coupled
to die plate coil, it will he necessary to
re -adjust the plate condenser slightly for
maNdinuisi output. Don't try to drain the

forms. Coil IA has 28 turns of No. IR
cotton covered wire, close wound, for

bre.illim,

law transmitter.

last hit of power out of the osrillatiw,
it will nut key smoothly.

a 1.75 IT1C. crystal. If a 3.5 mc. crystal is

employed, 10 turns should he used and

the 7 me. roil has five turns. For 1.75
mc. L-2 has 60 turns of No. 24 cotton
covered wire; for 3.5 inc. 30 turns of
No. 28 cotton covered wire; 7 me., 14
turns of the same wire; 14 mc., 8 turns
of Nu.
cotton covered wire. These
coils are all wound to a length of lyi",
spaced, where required, to meet this
length. The link coil, L-3, is wound on
the salmi! form with L.2 and consists of
two or more turns depending upon the
amount of coupling necessary.

The power output of this transmitter
is approximately 15 watts with 400 volts

applied to the plate of the 6L6 at

a

plate current of approximately 60 ma.
Two methods of coupling an antenna
or another amplifier to this oscillator

are provided. One consists of the link
LA which should be used with twisted pair feeders. A half -wave doublet ern -

Complete Wiring di-

agram and parts

values for transmitter.

Parts List
11'.1ronvidt;.1.-:11

2-MC1011N ,...riaLlo
2.E rub- R_F. rhokr,
huhantire scelseit.
tealaralle morkei

l.ulrn,lie

7.

NOC keit

SWF-4 prang., 1[P-53 roil [Urn,

I. R. C.
re/

i Resis

1-100 ohm I0 watt wire wooed
I-25.000 ohm. 10 wall wire wounii
3-1110,1100 ntim

I wait ,etudes l

1RN

Cettd Emmert

1-.002 nif. mice rereiring

tulsulur, 400 V.
mien. 500 V.

)-30 turnf- mire, 500 V.
R. C. A.
Reern tube.
MISC-

0',5"
L

6,i" a

tariff
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BufferDoubler
THIS

61. 6

"Buffer.

Doubter" is designed
to he used with the. Tr -Tel oscillator previously
described.

This

to the TriTet oscillator, constitutes a two stage transmitter capable of
operation in three amateur bands with
raldrel

icing condenser, which will he taken up

a single crystal. The glass variety of 61.6

in detail later. On the right-hand aide,
we find the renter tapped roil and in
front of it, the 100 mint tuning con-

is einploycii in the buffer stage instead
of the metal 6L6 uilich is used in the
oscillator.

The

glass

tithe

provides

slightly better perforniancc at the same
freqbenrieis although it requires neutralizing. A4 can he seen, the circuit diagram for thin stage is very simple; only

tuned circuit is required.
The amplifier is mounted on an aluminum base exactly the satig mho: as that
of the oscillator. The dimensions and
drilling specifications are given in the
accompanying drawing. The placement

of parts is clearly shown in the photograph. On the IeftInatial side of the
chassis we have the 61,6-G tithe and directly in hem of ii, the special neutral -

denser. All wiring and by-pass condensers arc beneath the chassis OS can lie
seen in the bottom view. The terminal
strip for making various connections is
along the rear edge.
Returning to the neutralizing condenser, it consists of two small pieces

of thin aluminum PA" long and W'
wide. These are mounted on an insu-

lating strip and the spacing between the
two plates is approximately SA'. Adjustment is made by swinging the top plate

or bending to increase the spacing between them until proper neutralization
is obtained. No cathode bias in employed
although a 400 ohm 10 watt receiver can

be connected in series with the cathode
as a precautionary measure against damage to the tube should the excitation be
removed while the plate voltage is applied. This resistor should hr by-passed
with a .01 nif. condenser of good quality, preferably mica. Screen grid volt.
age is obtained directly from the 11 -plus
lead of the power supply. A 13,000 ohm

resistor limits the voltage In the proper
value. In order to neutralize the 6L it
orrisary to employ a split or renter tapped

inductance.

These

coils

arc

wiimul on 5 -prang XI' i3 plug in forms

and tuned with a 100 mid. MC -100.5
midget condenser.
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Coil data i- as follows: The largest
coil has 60 turns of No. 24 wire. close
wound for 1.73
; 34 turns of No. 28

r

is spaced to 11;42" length for 3.5 me.; 16
turns spaced to 11/?," for 7 me., same
size wire; 10 turns No. 18 spared to 11,'_"

tat

S

for 14 nic., and 6 turns of No. 18 same
spacing, for 28 me. The small coil be-

DRILL

N926

4 KYLES

tween the two sections of the larger one

(leave about 3/16w spare in center of

roil fur the link) is the two turn link,
two turns usually being sufficient for
the right amount of coupling. The nuns -

her of turns may be varied, however.
to suit requirements. With an input of
400 volts, at approximately 100 milliam-

peres, the output is around 25 watts.
making a real nice low powered transmitter. This stage may he operated as a
straight amplifier, that is, the output

circuit tuned to the same frequency as
the oscillator or driver, or it may be
tuned to twice this frequency. For instance, employing an 80 meter crystal in
the oscillator with its plate circuit tuned
to 40 meters, this amplifier may he
coupled to it and tuned to 20 meters
with nearly 25 watts output.

The first step in tuning the amplifier
is

neutralizing.

The best arrangement

for this is a small dial light c
.cted
to two turns of a wire approximately
1,4" larger in diameter than the coil, or,
for that matter, the dial light can be
connected to the two turn link. Thee
with the B -plus disconnected and the input terminal connected to the oscillator,
adjust the 100
f. condenser until the
dial light glows. It might be a good idea
to

swing

the

neutralizing

condenser

plate* apart before attempting to neutralize the amplifier in order that you

may be sure to obtain a glow in the

bulb. Then push the plate* of the nentroliting einelenser closer together and

ir rig diagram ill
-Haft et-Dow/dm" tior
3 -stage- Sransmiller.
tl

at the same time swing the plate tuning
condenser back and forth through resins
ance. Continue this operation until the
dial light does not glow when the plate
circuit is tuned to resonance. With the
doubt t antenna connected to the amplifier, the plate current should be approx-

if the full
load plate current is greater than 100
use, it will be necessary to reduce the
number of turns in the link coil. Since
only link coupling is shown, a doublet
antenna with twisted pair feeders must
be used if this is intended for an output stage. For other type of antennas, it
will be necessary to employ some sort
of tuning network.
imately 100 milliamperes.

Parts List:
HINNAR.LtINII
I-NW-10104 rend
1-111-X, 2.1 444h. R.F Choke
1-5-5, kolonille .oeket (11 prone..)

1.4olandir gerLos tai prengo I

1-SWF.35-preons roil forms
AFROVOX

2-.01 mf. mir. re

1500

I. it. C.
1--15.4100 ohm /0 watt re4.10orr
1-50.000 ohne 1 watt masa or
H. C. A.
1 --61,6-C tube
MISC.

H-1/2" 2 I.. I/2."
(1/15' aluminum)
1-Pointer knob

x

i.1

'4,

/

2f;
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140 -WATT FINAL
AMPLIFIER
AFTER building the two trans:mitting units previously described, the
experimenter will undoubtedly at some
time or other desire greater power. This
amplifier is capable of delivering ale

chassis. All connections, except where
flexible leads are required, are made

proximately 140 watts of power and is
designed to operate with the oscillator
and buffer units already deserilned. This
unit, like the other two, is mounted on
a metal chassis. Dimensions are 17" x

have

6" x 11/2".

Starting from left to right, we have
the plug-in grid coil with the "MC -100-S"

tinning condenser in front of it The 808
tube and the neutralizing condenser are

with No. 12 tinned copper wire.
This amplifier, as well as the two
transmitting units, previously described,
the A.R.R.L.
in the
laboratories and given

been taken

from

Handbook but were constructed
Hammarlund
careful tests.

The grid coil is wound on Hammer bind SWF4 receiving coil form with
the turns spaced to a length of DA". The
turns used for the various amateur bands
arc as follows: 1.75 me., SO turns No. 24
.D.S.C.; 3.5 me., 25 turns No. 22 11.S.C.;

located near the center of the chassis.

7 me., 15 turns No. 22 D.S.C.; 14 me,

Next, we have the "MTCD-100-11" vari-

8 turns No. 28 enameled.; 28 me., 5 turns

able condenser and finally the plug-in

No. IS enameled. The link coil consists
of two turns wound at the C -minus end

plate coil. Tile "CH -500" radio frequency

choke roil is mounted underneath the

of the grid coil. The plate coils used

Bntiom view
Ahowing p 1 a c e.

meat a/ condengers, resistors, and
R.F. choke.
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with this transmitter are standard Coto
coils. However, data

is

who may wish to construct their own:
1.75 me. 70 turns No, 18; 3.5 tile., 34
turns No. 14; 7 mc., 22 turns No. 14:
14 inc., 10 turns No. 14; 28 me, 6 turn;
No. 14. All coils are wound to a length

of 4 inches with a diameter

of

244.

inches. The antenna is coupled by a link
consisting of three or more turns wound
inside the plate coil. Other methods of
coupling of course may be used and depend to a great extent upon the antenna
system employed.
Tuning and adjusting the amplifier is

the same as

in

all other amplifiers of

similar design. When Coupled to the

oscillator, the first operation is neutralizing. This is accomplished by conned'.
ing a 0-100NIA. meter in the. grid circuit
of the 808, With the B -plus connection
removed, adjust the grid tuning condenser for maximum grid current. Next,
adjust the neutralizing condenser fur
widest spacing. Then rotate the plate
tuning condenser slowly until a point

is reached where there is a decided dip
in

Parts List

given For those

grid current. Next, adjust the nen-

tralizing condenser by moving the plates

HAMM 4111_13r5p

1..rtif..-100-S midget eond.

I-N.10 nemiraliring cond.
4-prantz seekera
1-cti-s0o 11.F. shake sod
I.

R. C.

1.3,500 ohm 10 Wilit

resialcre
AERO VOX

(road.)

mf. mien 2500 roll
1-.001 mf. min: 1,000 volt
1-,001 mf. mica 3,000 .Olt
COTO COIL

1-Mounting tear with coils
the bends desired.
R. C. A.
1-5011 power tube.

1-17" x

x

to rtt%rr

MISC.
11/2" elmainttut

a-iCnnba
22-1.0iril terminal strips
2-5/saint terminall nielpe

closer together and at the same time
swing the plate condenser hack and
forth across the point where the dip
Occurred. Continue this procedure until
no fluctuation iii grid current is noticeable when the plate condenser is tuned
through resonance. The plate condenser
should he left at the setting where the
dip occurred. Then, apply
the

plate

oltagc and

ad-

just the plate condenser for
R.F.

INPUT

}OD
MMF.

minimum
OUTPUT

current.

or 20 lea. The antenna ea])
now be coupled to the ampVARIABLE
LINK

.001
MC.

C-

plate

This should be around 15

15-. C4'

lifier and it can he loaded

to approximately 125 ma.
power supply, de
H' the
scribed later on in this

hook, is employed the output will be approximately
110 watts. Up to 1500 colts
may be employed with corresponding increase in output, the nlaxinllinl
approximately
140

being
watts.
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Transmitter Power Supplies
High Voltage Unit
power supply of any transmitter
T"
the unit from
all power
that is transmitted is taken. The well which

is

latur,

amplifier

fier circuit and they are followed by a
choke input filter circuit consisting of a

single swinging choke and one 2

inf.

condenser. The filter

2000 volt filter

choke is rated at 250 may the same as
the transformer. The
ohm bleeder

or

whatever type of R.F.
unit is used in conjunction with t h e
power supply merely

50,000

across the output
the power supply

of
is

taken from the power
supply into high fres
quency

currents.

employed to prevent
surges and peaks
which 100y he present while the trans-

mitter is being keyed.

is one of the

former for the rectifier tubes is rated at
2% volts at 10 am-

converts

the

power

The

Therefore, the power
supply

most important parts
any transmitting
set-up and deserves
of

filament

trans-

peres and is insulated
for 10,000 volts. The

careful attention.
The high voltage

The high voltage power supply
power supply shown unit far use with the final ampli3 -stage all -band ham
in the photograph is her of the transmitter.
capable of delivering
1250 volts at 250 Ins. to the final Mare
of the transmitter.

filament

transformer

for the power amplifier tube has an output of 7% volts

Ports List

The secondary of the plate transformer
is tapped to provide either 1004) or 12i0

volts. When the final amplifier is used
fur phone transmission the 1000 volt
tap 011 the power supply should he employed. For CW or code transmission,
the full 1250 volts should be used for
increased output. This power supply.
while it does not include an abundance
of filtering, will provide pure enough
DC for the final amplifier. Actual test have proved this.
Two 066's are employed in the recti-

HAM MA II

rND

2-S-1. I -prong sockets

1. R. C.
1-50.000 ohm 75 wets rexistor
CORNELL.DURI LIEU
eallarnlYtIr

1-2 m f., 2000 V. filter

STA NCO R

1-2.5 V.. 10 ampere filter tram.
No. P-3025
1-7.5 V., 8 ampere filter trans.
No. P-.1.092

1-1000-1250 V. pla le transformer
No. P-5851

1-Filter rhoke 8-30 H. 250 ma.
No. C-1102

MIRE.

2-Toggie switches

1-Baseboard 16" x 111A" 1".

_-866 tubes

R. C. A.

IT'iring

pasts
high

diagram and
values fur the
voltage
power

supply.

at
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better filtering is necessary,
we eniploy condenser input.
Two 11 Fa. 500 volt condensers, roma-ilea on either

side of a 20-lienry filter
choke provide absolutely

pure DC as evidenced by
the quality of the mote from
the transmitter when on the
air. The bleeder for this
power supply is a 20,000
ohm 50 watt wire wound
resistor employed in order
to stabilize the output. Only
one switch is required in
the primary circuit. This me
for turning the 110 volt
side on and off. An additional switch may be inror-

Low voltage power supply for the oscillator and
buffer stages of lies Irunsmilter.

amperes. While the current raliag of
this transformer is greater than nevesNary for single 808, it permits the Ilse
of two 308's in push-pull.
Ii

'waled in the center tap lead of the
high voltage winding, for turning this
part of the circuit on and off.
Both power suppliers are constructed
on wood base hoards. Each power sup-

Low Voltage Power Supply

ply has a fuse in the, 110 volt line. These
can he seen in the photograph although

It is possible to use a coutmon power
supply for the entire trans t ter. -However, much better results will he oh,
taineil if at least the low poser stages

they are not shown in the diagram.

are operated from one power supply and
the high power stage From another separate power supply.
This power supply delivers 400 volts
at 160 ma. and is designed for operating the 6L6 oseillator and buffer -Joule
Ler stages of the transmitter featured

few pages back. The large transfornier
employed delivers 400 volts each side
of center lap at 160 ma. It also contains
two &lament windings. One 6.3 volt, 4.5

ampere winding for the 61,6's and another 5 volt 3 ampere winding for the
rectifier tithe. Since this power
supply is used for the oscillator where
33V

Wiring diagram showing the connection for
the low voltage pincer
supply unit.

Purls List
HAM MARLUNI/

4 -prang forket

I. R. C.
1-20,000 ohm, 50 watt resistor
AEROretX

2-8 en I. 500 Y. eiretro1yile condi.
STANCOR

1-Piute- 41. transformer Nu. r- Val I

toot LOTT for rating)

I-Filter eltolue 21) H. 175 in..
Nu. C-1410

R. C. A.
1--133

t

MISC.
1=3'og51a *Id tell

1-11aRoboard 111.4" T fi" s 1"
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